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Abstract
This research investigated the effect of self-determination theory (SDT) elements on the retention of nurses at the University of Calabar Teaching Hospital (UCTH) in Calabar, Nigeria. The primary focus was to analyze how SDT components like autonomy, competence, and relatedness influence nurse retention at UCTH. Utilizing a cross-sectional research design, the study collected primary data via structured questionnaires from 206 general nurses at UCTH. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data, and multiple regression was employed to test the hypotheses. The results indicated that SDT factors—autonomy, competence, and relatedness—had significant positive effects on nurse retention at UCTH. These results underscore the critical importance of nurturing self-determination motivation elements in public hospitals like UCTH to improve nurse retention. Therefore, the study advised that public hospital managers in Nigeria should establish a supportive work environment that promotes nurses’ independence in patient care and evaluation. It is also essential to prioritize continuous training and skill enhancement to elevate technical proficiency and the quality of patient care. Furthermore, fostering a culture of social interaction and professional relationships among staff is key to boosting nurses’ sense of belonging and worth in the workplace. The study also highlighted the need for extensive research to gain a deeper understanding of the link between SDT factors and employee retention in Nigerian healthcare. Future research should encompass other healthcare professionals in addition to nurses to offer comprehensive insights for effective retention strategies in the Nigerian public health sector.
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Introduction
Retention of nurses is fundamental to the growth and stability of public hospital systems around the world. This is especially critical in developing countries like Nigeria, where the healthcare system faces significant challenges due to a rapidly growing population (Edewor & Fatusin, 2018). The strain on public hospitals in Nigeria is immense, and the retention of skilled nursing staff is essential to ensure that these institutions can continue to provide adequate care to the community (Chukwu & Nwafor, 2021). This is because nurses form the backbone of healthcare delivery, and their presence is crucial for patient care, operational...
efficiency, and the overall functioning of the healthcare system (Bello & Yusuf, 2018). However, in Nigeria, the high population density exacerbates the demand for healthcare services, leading to overcrowded hospitals and overworked medical staff (Akinwale & George, 2020). As such, retaining nurses in such an environment is vital, as it helps maintain continuity of care, reduces patient wait times, and improves patient outcomes. This is so because when experienced nurses remain in the system, they contribute to a stable and knowledgeable workforce that can mentor new nurses, share critical insights, and uphold high standards of care (Adeyemi & Oladipo, 2019). This continuity is particularly important in a setting where medical resources are often stretched thin and the burden of disease is high.

In the quest to enhance retention of medical personnel such as nurses in Nigeria’s healthcare sector, scholars have explored the potential roles of motivation (Abimbola et al., 2020; Adegoke & Adegoye, 2018; Afolabi et al., 2019; Akanbi & Mohammed, 2021). In this context, employee motivation refers to the internal and external factors that stimulate a desire and drive in healthcare professionals, such as nurses, to achieve work-related goals, perform at their best, and remain committed to their roles and the healthcare institution (Nweke & Ugochukwu, 2021). Research has shown that retaining highly-motivated employees can contribute substantially to improving organizational productivity and performance (Widarti & Santos, 2019; Ogonda & Kipkulei, 2018; Agyapong & Antwi, 2022; Nxumalo & Dlamini, 2017). To that end, administrators of healthcare facilities, especially privately-owned ones are prioritizing efforts to boost the motivation of medical personnel, including nurses, while public hospitals in Nigeria are left behind (Alimi et al., 2020). The adverse impacts of the low employee motivation among nurses in Nigerian public hospitals are multi-faceted. One of the most significant repercussions is the decline in the quality of patient care (Afolabi & Alao, 2019). This is because when nurses are demotivated, they are less likely to perform their duties with the necessary attention to detail and compassion, leading to potential errors, neglect, and a general decline in the standard of care provided. This can result in poorer health outcomes for patients, increased rates of complications, and longer recovery times. In extreme cases, it could even lead to preventable deaths, further eroding public trust in the public healthcare system (Ede et al., 2020). Moreover, low motivation among nurses often leads to higher rates of absenteeism and turnover (Nwosu & Ugwu, 2021). This happens because when nurses feel undervalued and overworked, they are more likely to take frequent leaves or resign from their positions altogether. This exacerbates the existing shortage of healthcare personnel in Nigeria, placing additional strain on the remaining staff. The increased workload on the remaining nurses can create a vicious cycle, further decreasing their motivation and leading to burnout. Also, this turnover incurs significant costs for the healthcare system, as it must continually recruit and train new staff, diverting resources that could be used to improve patient care and hospital infrastructure (Olajide et al., 2022). Against this backdrop, this study sought to determine how self-determination elements (autonomy, competence and relatedness) can address
the challenge of employee turnover and enhance the retention of nurses in the University of Calabar Teaching Hospital (UCTH), Calabar.

Statement of the Problem
The Nigerian public medical sector has one of the highest rates of employee turnover in the country’s public service sector as scores of medical professionals, including nurses have either moved to private hospitals, switched to independent private practice or migrated to other countries for better opportunities (Kolo, 2018). According to the National Association of Nigeria Nurses and Midwives, more than 57,000 nurses have relocated from Nigeria to other countries in search of better opportunities between 2017 and 2022 (Adejoro, 2022). This is often as a result of poor remuneration, hostile work conditions, poor funding, lack of adequate facilities and welfare negligence by the government, which has dampened the morale of nurses for years (Olorunfemi et al., 2020). As a consequence, many public healthcare facilities in the country are under-staffed and overcrowded with patients unable to get adequate medical care, leading to prolonged delays for patients and preventable deaths as a result of the inability of patients to access medical care promptly (Okoroafor et al., 2021). Despite the grave consequences of this practical problem for Nigerian consumers of medical services in public hospitals, sufficient research attention has not been committed to unravelling the potential roles of motivation in improving the retention of nurses. From a preliminary review of several extant literature in the Nigerian context, it was observed that the subject motivation and employee retention in hospitals especially through the self-determination theoretical framework has not been adequately studied in UCTH or any other hospital in Nigeria. In fact, research on self-determination motivational factors (such as autonomy, competence and relatedness) and nurses’ retention in Nigeria is acutely scarce. This is because the vast majority of relevant studies in the Nigerian context are overwhelmingly centered on extrinsic motivational factors (such as remuneration, financial benefits, fringe benefits, work conditions, and career progression) in organizational settings outside of healthcare (Emeka et al., 2015; Alalade & Oguntodu, 2015; Adeola & Adebityi, 2016; Olusadum & Anulika, 2018; Ekundayo, 2018; Alase & Akinbo, 2021; Elomien et al., 2021).

The implication of this research gap is that without adequate research attention on these intrinsic factors, nurses may feel undervalued, disengaged, and demotivated in their roles, which can lead to decreased job satisfaction, increased turnover intentions, and ultimately, shortages in nursing staff within healthcare organizations like UCTH. Moreover, neglecting intrinsic motivation may hinder efforts to attract and retain highly skilled nurses, thereby compromising the quality of patient care and overall organizational performance (Makki & Abid, 2017). Also, while extrinsic factors such as remuneration and career progression are undoubtedly important, they may not fully capture the complexities of nurses’ motivations and job satisfaction within the unique context of healthcare organizations. By considering intrinsic factors, administrators can tailor retention initiatives to better align with the intrinsic values and needs of nursing staff, thereby fostering a supportive work environment.
that promotes professional growth, job satisfaction, and ultimately, long-term retention (Raza et al., 2015). Against this backdrop, this study critically examined the effect of Deci and Ryan's (1985) self-determination factors (autonomy, competence and relatedness) on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar, Nigeria. The results of such a study can contribute to the bridging of current research gaps identified in the literature by providing empirical evidence that explains the causality between self-determination variables and retention of nurses in the specific context of healthcare in Nigeria. To that end, the following specific objectives were pursued:

i. To determine the effect of SDT motivation factors on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.
ii. To examine the effect of autonomy on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.
iii. To assess the effect of competence on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.
iv. To establish the effect of relatedness on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.

**Literature Review**

**Motivation at work**

Motivation at work is an all-encompassing concept that explains the internal and external factors that drive employee dedication, satisfaction, productivity and retention (Kuswati, 2020). It comprises all the internal and external factors that drive an individual's willingness, enthusiasm, and persistence to engage in and achieve their job-related goals and objectives (Marewo et al., 2020). Generally, motivation at work encompasses a complex interplay of psychological, social, and environmental factors that influence an individual's behaviour, attitudes, and performance within the workplace (Lee & Raschke, 2016). Specifically, motivation at work is often influenced by a combination of intrinsic factors such as personal fulfilment, sense of accomplishment, and enjoyment of the task, as well as extrinsic factors such as monetary rewards, recognition, and career advancement opportunities (Ciobanu et al., 2019). Additionally, the organizational culture, leadership style, job design, and interpersonal relationships within the workplace also play crucial roles in shaping employee motivation. Ultimately, motivation at work is essential for enhancing job satisfaction, productivity, creativity, and overall organizational success (Kuranchie-Mensah & Amponsah-Tawiah, 2016). It serves as the lifeblood fueling the spirits of employees, propelling them towards achieving their professional ambitions. This is because when individuals feel motivated, they are more inclined to derive satisfaction from their roles, fostering a sense of fulfilment that transcends mere task completion (Varma, 2017). This intrinsic fulfilment becomes a catalyst for heightened job satisfaction, elevating morale within the workforce. Moreover, motivation acts as a catalyst for productivity, igniting a fervent drive within individuals to excel in their responsibilities (Abdi et al., 2017). This is because employees who are motivated exhibit a heightened sense of dedication, channeling their energies towards accomplishing tasks with efficacy and diligence. This enhanced productivity not only translates to tangible outcomes but also cultivates an environment conducive to innovation and growth (Chien et al., 2020).
Retention of Nurses
Employee retention refers to an organization’s ability to retain its employees and reduce turnover, the rate at which employees leave the organization. It encompasses a range of practices and strategies aimed at creating a positive work environment, fostering employee engagement, and providing opportunities for growth and development (Wulf & Lewthwaite, 2016). High retention rates can lead to increased productivity, morale, and organizational knowledge, while low retention rates can result in high recruitment and training costs, disrupted workflows, and a loss of experienced talent. In the medical context, retention of nurses refers to the ability of healthcare organizations to keep their nursing staff engaged, satisfied, and employed within their facilities for an extended period (Mutsuddi, 2016). It encompasses various strategies aimed at preventing turnover and ensuring that qualified and experienced nurses remain within the workforce. Retention is vital in the healthcare sector due to its direct impact on patient care, staff morale, and organizational effectiveness. Retaining nurses is crucial for maintaining continuity of care and ensuring consistent quality in healthcare delivery (Van de Klundert et al., 2018). Experienced nurses possess valuable clinical skills, expertise, and knowledge gained through years of practice. When nurses leave, it disrupts the continuity of care for patients, leading to potential gaps in treatment, errors, and decreased patient satisfaction (Marufu et al., 2021). By retaining skilled nurses, healthcare organizations can uphold high standards of patient care and safety. Similarly, nurse retention is essential for cost-effectiveness and operational efficiency within healthcare facilities (Mutsuddi, 2016). Turnover incurs substantial financial expenses related to recruitment, hiring, onboarding, and training of new nurses.

Theoretical Framework
This study is rooted in the self-determination theory, an intrinsic motivation theory propounded by Deci and Ryan (1985). It proposes that individuals possess three inherent psychological needs: autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Autonomy denotes the desire to have control over one's decisions and actions (Howard et al., 2016). This sense of autonomy fosters a profound sense of ownership and responsibility, driving individuals to pursue goals that resonate with their authentic selves. Competence involves the aspiration to effectively navigate one's surroundings and achieve proficiency (Ryan & Deci, 2020). It encompasses the quest for growth and learning, wherein individuals seek opportunities to expand their skills and capabilities, thereby enhancing their sense of efficacy and accomplishment (Manganelli et al., 2018). This pursuit of competence is intricately linked to the experience of intrinsic motivation, as individuals derive satisfaction and fulfilment from their continual progress and development. On the other hand, relatedness pertains to the longing for connection with others and a feeling of belonging. This dimension of SDT speaks to the social aspect of human beings, which makes them crave meaningful interactions and relationships with others (Howard et al., 2016). These connections not only provide emotional support but also contribute to a sense of shared identity and purpose. In
essence, relatedness serves as a vital source of motivation, as individuals are motivated to engage in activities that foster interpersonal connections and deepen their sense of belonging within their social circles (Gagné et al., 2018). According to the SDT, these needs form the foundation of intrinsic motivation, which propels individuals to engage in activities for their own fulfilment rather than external incentives or pressures (Deci & Ryan, 2000). This entails that when individuals' needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness are nurtured and supported, they are more likely to experience a profound sense of motivation and well-being (Rigby & Ryan, 2018). Hence, by facilitating environments that honour individuals' autonomy, provide opportunities for skill development, and foster meaningful social connections, practitioners and policymakers can cultivate intrinsic motivation and promote optimal psychological functioning. This holistic approach not only enhances employees' morale and productivity, but also fosters improved organizational performance and cohesion (Groen et al., 2017). As such, scholars have applied SDT across diverse fields such as education, employment, athletics, and healthcare to comprehend and enhance motivation, well-being, and performance (Trépanier et al., 2015; Kanat-Maymon et al., 2020).

**Autonomy**

Within the context of the self-determination theory (SDT), autonomy refers to the fundamental psychological need for individuals to experience a sense of volition and self-endorsement in their actions (Hu & Zhang, 2017). It involves the ability to act in accordance with one's own interests, values, and authentic desires, rather than being controlled or coerced by external forces. Autonomy is integral to human motivation and well-being, as it fosters a sense of ownership and responsibility over one's actions, leading to greater satisfaction and fulfilment (Ryan et al., 2015). For medical service personnel, autonomy holds key implications within the framework of patient care and professional practice (Salvatore et al., 2018). To begin with, autonomy in this context pertains to the healthcare provider's ability to make decisions and take actions that align with their clinical judgment and ethical principles. Within the context of patient care, autonomous nurses are empowered to advocate for their patients, ensuring their voices are heard and their needs are met (Nibbelink and Brewer, 2018). This may involve advocating for necessary treatments, medications, or resources to optimize patient outcomes. Autonomy also encompasses the ability to collaborate with other healthcare team members while maintaining individual responsibility for patient outcomes (Molina-Mula & Gallo-Estrada, 2020). This involves navigating complex situations, such as end-of-life care or conflicting patient preferences, with integrity and professionalism. Autonomous nurses engage in continuous learning and professional development to stay abreast of advancements in healthcare and refine their clinical skills, enabling them to provide the highest quality care to their patients (Yuk & Yu, 2023).
**Competence**

Within the context of SDT, competence refers to an individual's perception of their ability to effectively interact with their environment and achieve desired outcomes. It encompasses feelings of efficacy, mastery, and confidence in one's capabilities within a particular domain. For medical service personnel, including nurses, competence extends beyond mere technical proficiency; it encompasses a comprehensive understanding of medical procedures, protocols, and patient care practices, coupled with the ability to apply this knowledge effectively in diverse clinical settings (Good, 2023). Competent nurses demonstrate a mastery of clinical skills such as administering medications, performing assessments, and implementing interventions, all while maintaining a high standard of quality and safety in patient care (Bing-Jonsson et al., 2016). Similarly, competence in nursing involves the capacity to adapt and respond to dynamic and challenging situations promptly. Nurses must possess critical thinking skills to make informed decisions swiftly, often in high-pressure environments. This aspect of competence is particularly crucial in emergency situations where split-second judgments can significantly impact patient outcomes (Ualikhanova et al., 2015). Moreover, competence in nursing extends beyond clinical proficiency to encompass effective communication and interpersonal skills. Nurses must be able to interact empathetically with patients, their families, and interdisciplinary teams to provide holistic and patient-centered care. Competence in communication involves not only conveying information accurately but also actively listening, demonstrating empathy, and fostering therapeutic relationships. Similarly, professionalism is integral to competent nursing practice, because it includes adhering to ethical principles, maintaining confidentiality, and respecting patients' autonomy and dignity (Lee & Eun, 2016). Competent nurses demonstrate accountability for their actions, continuously seek opportunities for professional development, and contribute to a positive work environment through collaboration and teamwork (Bing-Jonsson et al., 2016). This is why competence in nursing is not just about possessing technical skills or knowledge; it is about embodying a holistic approach to patient care that integrates clinical expertise, critical thinking, effective communication, empathy, and professionalism to promote optimal health outcomes and enhance the patient experience.

**Relatedness**

Relatedness, within the framework of SDT, refers to the psychological need to feel connected, cared for, and understood by others. It encapsulates the intrinsic human desire for meaningful relationships and social interactions. In essence, relatedness involves the sense of belongingness and connection with others, whether it be family, friends, colleagues, or the broader community (Deci et al., 2017). For medical service personnel, particularly nurses, relatedness holds profound significance, because nursing is inherently a relational profession, centred around providing compassionate care and support to patients during times of vulnerability and distress (Lohmann et al., 2018). Nurses often find themselves at the forefront of patient interaction, establishing rapport, fostering trust, and
offering emotional support. Thus, relatedness is intricately woven into the fabric of nursing practice, influencing the quality of patient care and the overall well-being of both patients and nurses alike (Druetz et al., 2015). In the context of medical care, relatedness for nurses entails establishing therapeutic relationships with patients, where empathy, respect, and understanding form the cornerstone of interactions (Tripathy et al., 2016). It involves actively listening to patients' concerns, validating their experiences, and involving them in decision-making processes regarding their health (Lohmann et al., 2016). Moreover, relatedness extends beyond patient interactions to encompass collaborative relationships with multidisciplinary healthcare teams, where effective communication and mutual respect are vital for optimal patient outcomes. As such, relatedness is particularly important for nurses due to its impact on job satisfaction, burnout prevention, and overall job performance (Fillol et al., 2019). Nurses who feel a sense of connection and support within their work environment are more likely to experience greater job satisfaction and lower levels of burnout. This is because meaningful relationships with colleagues provide emotional support, a sense of camaraderie, and opportunities for professional growth and development.

**Empirical Review of Self-Determination Factors and Retention of Nurses**

To establish the empirical relationship between SDT factors (autonomy, competence, relatedness) and retention of nurses, an in-depth exploration of extant relevant scholarly studies was carried out. To begin with, a study conducted by Hood and Patton (2022) revealed that SDT dimensions – autonomy, competence and relatedness significantly predicted job satisfaction and employee turnover intention in the NHS, United Kingdom. This study suggests that when employees perceive a high degree of autonomy in their work, feel competent in performing their tasks, and have a sense of relatedness with their colleagues and the organization, they are more likely to report higher job satisfaction. This research underscores the significance of fostering an environment that supports employees' autonomy, competence, and sense of belonging to enhance job satisfaction and reduce turnover within the NHS context. In another study by Shah and Asad (2018), it was revealed that intrinsic motivation (autonomy, competence and relatedness) had a significant positive influence on employee retention in Pakistani commercial banks. This suggests that when employees feel a sense of autonomy in their work, perceive themselves as competent in their roles, and have positive relationships within their work environment, they are more likely to stay with the organization. This finding underscores the importance of fostering intrinsic motivation among employees as a strategy for promoting retention, which could have significant implications for organizational effectiveness and stability within the Pakistani banking sector. Also, the study by Hee and Rhung (2019) revealed that intrinsic motivational factors (autonomy, relatedness, competence, and sense of purpose) had significant positive impacts on employee retention among Millennials in Malaysia. This study underscores the importance for organizations to focus on cultivating these intrinsic motivators to effectively retain their Millennial workforce. By understanding and
addressing the specific needs and desires of Millennials regarding autonomy, relatedness, competence development, and alignment with organizational goals, employers can boost retention rates and create a more engaged and committed workforce in Malaysia.

In another study by Anwar et al. (2018), it was revealed that intrinsic motivation (job security, competence, autonomy, promotion and relatedness) had a significant positive impact on employee’s retention among telecommunication companies in Pakistan. This study suggests that when employees feel secure in their roles, perceive themselves as competent, are granted autonomy in their tasks, envision opportunities for career advancement, and experience a sense of belonging within the organizational culture, they are more likely to stay committed to their positions. This sheds light on the significance of cultivating an environment that nurtures intrinsic motivation to enhance employee retention rates, thereby potentially contributing to the overall success and stability of telecommunication firms operating in Pakistan. Similarly, the findings of the study by Hassan and Govindhasamy (2020) revealed that intrinsic rewards (autonomy, orientation of workplace, competence and relatedness) significantly enhanced employee retention in Malaysian manufacturing companies. This study underscores the importance of intrinsic motivational factors in retaining employees, suggesting that when employees feel empowered, valued, and connected within their workplace, they are more likely to remain committed to their organization.

On the basis of these scholarly studies reviewed, this research postulates that self-determination factors (autonomy, competence and relatedness) might substantially influence the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar. As such, the following hypotheses were developed for testing in the course of the study:

H₁: Self-determination theory (SDT) elements have a significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.
H₂: Autonomy has a significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.
H₃: Competence has a significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.
H₄: Relatedness has a significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.

Furthermore, the hypothesized relationship between these SDT variables and retention of nurses has been portrayed in the theoretical model in FIG. 1. The model shows that Self-determination theory (SDT) elements (the independent variable) comprised three sub-variables: autonomy, competence and relatedness. The parameters used to properly understand and measure these variables were adapted from existing relevant studies (Baljoon et al., 2018; Yuk & Yu, 2023; Lee & Eun, 2016; Lohmann et al., 2018; Druetz et al., 2015). Similarly, retention of nurses (the dependent variable) was measured through the following parameters adapted from Shah and Asad (2018): job satisfaction, sense of personal fulfilment, job commitment, and job loyalty. The theoretical model in FIG. 1 provides a tentative visual representation of the relationship between these SDT dimensions and retention of nurses in the specific context of this study.
Methodology
This study adopted cross-sectional survey research design, which involved systematically collecting data from general nurses at the UCTH using a questionnaire on a single basis within a short period of time. The population of this study comprised 228 active general nurses at UCTH, Calabar. The same number was adopted as sample size given its small size; hence a census of 228 general nurses was conducted to obtain data for the study. The total population sampling technique was applied, which led to the administration of 228 copies of the questionnaire to respondents to obtain primary data for the study. The questionnaire was a structured questionnaire using a 5-point Likert scale for measurement. Prior to field administration, the research questionnaire was content validated, while its reliability state was confirmed through the Cronbach’s alpha reliability method (see Table 1) using data from a pilot survey of 30 pharmacists at UCTH. Subsequent upon data collection, the data obtained from respondents were subjected to analysis and interpretation using descriptive statistics, while the hypotheses of the study were tested using multiple regression. In the context of this study, multiple regression was chosen for hypotheses testing because the study sought to establish the effects of three (3) independent variables (autonomy, competence and relatedness) on one (1) dependent variable (retention of nurses). Hence, a
multiple regression analysis was suitable to explain the contributions of each of these independent variables to the dependent variable, if other variables remain unchanged.

Table 1: Instrument reliability results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>Research variables</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Retention of nurses</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Researchers’ analysis via SPSS, 2024

Analysis and Discussion

During the questionnaire survey, a structured questionnaire was administered to 228 general nurses at the UCTH, Calabar, Nigeria. However, the survey was finally done by 206 general nurses, while 22 nurses were unavailable to participate in the survey. As such, the analysis presented in this chapter is based on the responses of 206 general nurses of UCTH, representing 90.4 percent of the total sample of the study.

Descriptive statistics of research variables

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for autonomy, competence, relatedness, and nurse retention, measured on a 5-point Likert scale. Nurses reported a moderate to high level of autonomy (mean = 3.6155, SD = 0.76135), indicating significant independence with some individual variability, likely influenced by organizational or personal factors. Competence was perceived as moderately high (mean = 3.7613, SD = 0.65089), suggesting nurses generally feel capable, though some variability exists in these perceptions. Relatedness scored similarly high (mean = 3.7379, SD = 0.68661), reflecting a strong sense of connection and support among colleagues, with minimal variability, indicative of a stable and supportive work environment. Lastly, nurse retention had a mean of 3.8058 and a standard deviation of 0.65724, showing a consensus among nurses that self-determination motivational factors are effective in retaining staff, with consistent perceptions across the group.

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the study’s variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>3.6155</td>
<td>.76135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>3.7613</td>
<td>.65089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>3.7379</td>
<td>.68661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention of nurses</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>3.8058</td>
<td>.65724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Researchers’ analysis via SPSS, 2024
Test of Hypotheses
Under this unit, the null hypotheses developed for the study are statistically tested to arrive at findings for the study thus:

$H_1$: Self-determination theory (SDT) elements have no significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.

$H_2$: Autonomy has no significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.

$H_3$: Competence has no significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.

$H_4$: Relatedness has no significant effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar.

Predictors: Autonomy, competence and relatedness
Outcome variable: Retention of nurses
Decision rule: We will accept the null hypothesis if $P$-value is greater than 0.05. Conversely, the null hypothesis will be rejected if the $P$-value is less than 0.05.

Table 3: Model summary of the effect of self-determination theory (SDT) elements on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar, Nigeria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.697&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.486</td>
<td>.479</td>
<td>.47450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Predictors: (Constant), Relatedness, autonomy, competence

Source: Researchers’ analysis via SPSS, 2024

Table 4: Analysis of variance of the effect of self-determination theory (SDT) elements on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar, Nigeria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>43.072</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.357</td>
<td>63.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>45.481</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88.553</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Dependent Variable: Retention of nurses
<sup>b</sup> Predictors: (Constant), Relatedness, autonomy, competence

Source: Researchers’ analysis via SPSS, 2024
The regression analysis results presented in Tables 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the significant impact of self-determination theory (SDT) elements on nurse retention at UCTH, Calabar. Table 3 shows a strong correlation ($R = 0.697$) and a coefficient of determination ($R^2 = 0.486$), indicating that these factors account for 48.6% of the variance in nurse retention. Table 4 confirms the statistical significance of this relationship ($F = 63.767, p = 0.000$). Table 5 reveals that relatedness has the most substantial effect on retention (beta = 0.339), followed by competence (beta = 0.253) and autonomy (beta = 0.221), with no multicollinearity issues (tolerance > 0.1, VIF < 5). Additionally, all factors have p-values below 0.05 and positive t-values, emphasizing their significant positive effects on retention. Consequently, the null hypotheses are rejected, affirming the significant positive influence of autonomy, competence, and relatedness on nurse retention at UCTH, Calabar, Nigeria.

Discussion of Findings
The test of hypothesis one demonstrated that self-determination theory (SDT) elements significantly enhanced nurse retention at UCTH, Calabar, a finding corroborated by multiple studies: Hood and Patton (2022) in the NHS, UK; Shah and Asad (2018) in Pakistani commercial banks; Hee and Rhung (2019) among Malaysian Millennials; and Hassan and Govindhasamy (2020) in Malaysian manufacturing. These studies consistently highlight the importance of self-determination theory (SDT) dimensions—autonomy, competence, and relatedness—in improving job satisfaction and reducing turnover. This underscores the critical need for public hospital administrators, particularly at UCTH, to prioritize and cultivate these motivational factors, fostering an environment where nurses feel valued and empowered. Such efforts are essential for mitigating nurse turnover, ensuring high-quality patient care, and maintaining a committed nursing workforce, thereby emphasizing the value of strategies that support intrinsic motivation, professional development, job satisfaction, and a positive work culture.

Also, the test of hypothesis two revealed that autonomy significantly enhances nurse retention at UCTH, Calabar, corroborating similar findings from studies in various industries.

---

**Table 5:** Regression coefficients of the effect of self-determination theory (SDT) elements on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar, Nigeria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Collinearity Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>.939</td>
<td>.211</td>
<td>4.441</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>.191</td>
<td>.054</td>
<td>.221</td>
<td>3.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>.256</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.253</td>
<td>3.553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td>.325</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.339</td>
<td>4.810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Retention of nurses

**Source:** Researchers’ analysis via SPSS, 2024
and countries, including Malaysian manufacturing (Hassan & Govindhasamy, 2020), Pakistani telecommunications (Anwar et al., 2018), Malaysian Millennials (Hee & Rhung, 2019), and Pakistani commercial banks (Shah & Asad, 2018). This underscores the importance of empowering nurses with decision-making autonomy, fostering a sense of control and independence that leads to higher job satisfaction, reduced turnover, and a more innovative and efficient work environment. Thus, hospital administrators should implement policies that enhance nurse autonomy, aligning with organizational goals to attract and retain skilled nurses, ultimately improving patient care and hospital performance.

Similarly, the test of hypothesis three revealed that competence has a significant positive effect on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar. This finding aligns with several studies, including Hood and Patton (2022), which linked competence to job satisfaction and reduced turnover intention in the NHS; Shah and Asad (2018), which highlighted its influence on retention in Pakistani commercial banks; Hee and Rhung (2019), which observed a similar impact among Millennials in Malaysia; and Anwar et al. (2018), which found competence crucial for retention in Pakistani telecommunication companies. For UCTH, this underscores the need for hospital administrators to prioritize competence development through training, continuing education, and professional development. Enhancing nurses' skills not only improves patient care quality but also fosters a supportive work environment that promotes commitment. Administrators should adopt holistic strategies that encourage continuous learning, skill enhancement, and professional growth, recognizing the interconnected factors influencing nurse retention to benefit both the workforce and patient care.

Finally, the test of hypothesis four revealed that relatedness significantly enhances nurse retention at UCTH, Calabar, echoing findings from studies by Hee and Rhung (2019) in Malaysia, Hassan and Govindhasamy (2020) in Malaysian manufacturing, and Anwar et al. (2018) in Pakistani telecommunications, all of which demonstrated that relatedness positively impacts employee retention. This underscores the importance of fostering interpersonal connections and a sense of belonging within the workplace. For public hospital administrators, this means recognizing that a supportive, cohesive work environment is crucial for nurse retention. By nurturing a culture of connection to colleagues and the organization's mission, administrators can improve job satisfaction, reduce turnover, and ensure continuity of care. This emphasizes the need for strategies that promote teamwork, collaboration, and mutual support, thereby enhancing employee engagement and commitment over the long term.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This study sought to determine the effect of self-determination theory (SDT) elements on the retention of nurses at UCTH, Calabar, Nigeria. It was conducted against the backdrop of massive migration of medical personnel away from the Nigerian public health system to foreign countries due to motivational issues. To that end, this study sought to demonstrate
the extent to which intrinsic motivation, using the SDT framework, influences the retention of nurses in public hospitals, with a focus on the UCTH. The study targeted general nurses of this hospitals from whom primary data were obtained for data analysis. After in-depth inferential statistical tests, it was revealed that the effect of Self-determination theory (SDT) elements on the retention of nurses at UCTH is statistically significant and positive. Also, the tests of hypotheses two, three and four revealed that autonomy, competence and relatedness had significant positive roles to play in enhancing the retention of nurses at the UCTH. Considering the positive findings of the study, the following recommendations are suggested to enable administrators of public hospitals reduce nurse turnover and improve retention in a sustainable way:

i. Administrators of public hospitals in Nigeria should foster a work environment that allows greater autonomy for nurses, granting them the authority to assess patients' medical needs, determine medical care plans, administer medical care and exhibit professional independence as they collaborate with other medical personnel to provide care to patients. By empowering nurses with increased autonomy and authority in patient care decision-making within public hospitals in Nigeria, administrators can significantly boost nurse retention rates. Allowing nurses to assess patients' medical needs, formulate care plans, and administer treatments not only acknowledges their expertise but also fosters a sense of professional fulfilment and value. This autonomy can lead to heightened job satisfaction, morale, and a greater sense of ownership over their roles, thereby reducing burnout and turnover rates among nursing staff. Moreover, as nurses collaborate more effectively with other healthcare professionals, this approach can enhance overall patient care outcomes, further solidifying nurses' commitment to their profession and the public healthcare system in Nigeria.

ii. Administrators of public hospitals in Nigeria should create a work environment that values, rewards and encourages continuous training and skills development among nurses in order to enable nurses enhance their technical proficiency, knowledge of medical procedures, proficient administration of medications, proficiency in patient care practices, capacity to deliver quality patient care and interpersonal skills to effectively care for patients. Creating a work environment in Nigerian public hospitals that prioritizes and fosters continuous training and skills development among nurses can significantly bolster nurse retention rates. This is because by emphasizing the value of ongoing education and professional growth, administrators can empower nurses to enhance their technical proficiency, deepen their knowledge of medical procedures, administer medications more effectively, improve patient care practices, and refine interpersonal skills crucial for patient interaction. This supportive atmosphere not only equips nurses with the tools to deliver high-quality patient care but also demonstrates organizational commitment to their professional development, thereby fostering greater job
satisfaction and loyalty among nursing staff, ultimately leading to improved retention rates in public hospitals.

iii. It is critical for nurses to be allowed to operate in a work environment that values and promotes social interactions and useful relationships among personnel so that they can feel a sense of belonging, value and appreciation while building vital professional relationships with colleagues. Creating a work environment in Nigerian public hospitals that prioritizes and fosters social interactions and meaningful relationships among nursing personnel is paramount to enhancing nurse retention. This is because when nurses feel a sense of belonging and value, and are appreciated for their contributions, they are more likely to remain in their positions. By cultivating such an atmosphere, nurses not only experience greater job satisfaction but also build vital professional relationships with colleagues, fostering a supportive network that further reinforces their commitment to their roles and the organization. This, in turn, can contribute to decreased turnover rates and increased retention of nurses within public hospitals in Nigeria.

Study Limitations and Future Research
Considering the limited focus of this research, there is need for further studies with broader scopes to provide more comprehensive empirical evidence regarding the association between Self-determination theory (SDT) elements and employee retention within the Nigerian healthcare system. This study overwhelmingly focused on nurses, thereby failing to account for the potential retention propensities of other essential medical personnel within public hospitals in Nigeria. To that end, it is suggested that future studies incorporate other essential medical personnel into their investigations in order to generate more comprehensive empirical evidence relevant to employee retention in the Nigerian public healthcare system. Also, there is need for future studies to accommodate more public hospitals in their investigations in order to obtain and analyze data from more medical personnel to promote understanding of the correlation between intrinsic motivational factors (such as autonomy, competence and relatedness) and employee retention in the healthcare context in Nigeria.
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